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Abstract
The Gelfond-Lifschitz operator [GL88] associated with a logic program (and likewise
the operator associated with default theories by Reiter) exhibits oscillating behavior.
In the case of logic programs, there is always at least one nite, non-empty collection of
Herbrand interpretations around which the Gelfond-Lifschitz [GL88] operator \bounces
around". The same phenomenon occurs with default logic when Reiter's operator ?
is considered. Based on this, a \stable class" semantics and \extension class" semantics
was proposed in [BS90]. The main advantage of this semantics was that it was de ned
for all logic programs (and default theories), and that this de nition was modelled using
the standard operators existing in the literature such as Reiter's ? operator. In this
paper, our primary aim is to prove that there is a very interesting duality between stable
class theory and the well founded semantics for logic programming. In the stable class
semantics, classes that were minimal with respect to Smyth's power-domain ordering
were selected. We show that the well founded semantics precisely corresponds to a class
that is minimal w.r.t. Hoare's power domain ordering: the well known dual of Smyth's
ordering. Besides this elegant duality, this immediately suggests how to de ne a wellfounded semantics for default logic in such a way that the dualities that hold for logic
programming continue to hold for default theories. We show how the same technique
may be applied to \strong" auto-epistemic logic: the logic of strong expansions proposed
by Marek and Truszczynski [MT89a].

1 Introduction
Various alternative semantics for logic programming with non-monotonic modes of negation
have been proposed. Of these, the most popular semantics thus far are the well-founded
semantics [VRS88] and the stable model semantics [GL88]. In this paper, we study the
operator (we call it FP ) mapping interpretations to interpretations de ned by Gelfond and
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Lifschitz[GL88]. Fixed-points of FP are the stable models of P . It has been shown by Baral
and Subrahmanian [BS90] that FP always \oscillates" amongst a collection of interpretations, i.e. for every program P , there is at least one non-empty set, A, of interpretations
such that A = fFP (I ) j I 2 Ag. Such sets A are called stable classes and a stable class
semantics was de ned in [BS90].
In this paper, we prove that the well-founded semantics for logic programs, and the stable
class semantics both select certain minimal (w.r.t. certain orderings) stable classes. We show
here that under two well-known orderings on power domains (Hoare and Smyth orderings
[Smy78]) the well-founded semantics corresponds precisely to stable classes that are minimal
w.r.t. Hoare's ordering. We show that this phenomenon also occurs in default logic and
for suitable structures in auto-epistemic logic. As a consequence, we are able to present
a well-founded semantics for default and auto-epistemic logics. This provides an iterative
xpoint semantics for default theories and auto-epistemic theories. Furthermore, the HoareSmyth duality that occurs for logic programming, also holds in the case of default and autoepistemic logic. An additional advantage is that we may, based on our intended applications,
choose di erent orderings (e.g. orderings based on cardinality) on the set of stable classes.
Przymusinski [Prz89] has de ned a well-founded semantics for default logics and autoepistemic logics. However, these semantics are based on the construction of new three
valued reformulations of default and auto-epistemic logic. We work only with the usual
two-valued formalizations of default and auto-epistemic logic.

2 Duality in the semantics of logic programs
2.1 Preliminaries
We assume that all logic programs are (possibly in nite) sets of ground clauses. A clause
is a sentence of the form

A

B1 & : : : & Bn & :D1 &    & :Dm

where A; B1 ; : : :; Bn ; D1; : : :; Dm are all atoms and n; m  0. Note that there is no loss of
generality in writing negated literals to the right of positive literals.
The Herbrand Base of a logic program P is denoted by BP . An Herbrand interpretation
I is any subset of the Herbrand Base. We use the notation I to denote the complement of
I , i.e. I = (BP ? I ). If I  BP is any interpretation, then :I denotes the set f:A j A 2 I g.
If I  BP is any interpretation, then I~ denotes the set fp~(~t) j p(~t) 2 I g. Thus, I~ is a set of
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atoms obtained by renaming all predicate symbols p in I by p~.
Suppose P is a logic program and I  BP . The Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of P ,
denoted P I , is the logic program de ned as follows:
The clause A

B1 & : : : & Bn , n  0, is in P I i there exists a clause
A

B1 & : : : & Bn & :D1 &    & :Dm

(m  0) in P such that I \ fD1; : : :; Dmg = ;. Nothing else is in P I . Thus, P I is a
negation-free logic program.
Given a program P and an Herbrand interpretation I , we may de ne an operator, FP ,
associated with P as follows: FP (I ) = TP I " ! , i.e. FP (I ) is the least Herbrand model of
the negation free logic program P I . We assume that readers are familiar with the operator
TP associated with the logic program P . (cf. [L87]).

De nition 2.1 (Gelfond and Lifschitz) I is a stable model of P i I = FP (I ).
Proposition 2.1 (Baral and Subrahmanian) Let P be any logic program. Then: FP is
anti-monotone, i.e. if I1  I2 , then FP (I2 )  FP (I1).
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Since, FP is anti-monotonic, FP2 , the function that applies FP twice is monotonic.

Corollary 2.1 FP2 is monotonic.
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De nition 2.2 Let S = fIi j i 2 Ag be a nite set of interpretations. S is said to be a
stable class of program P i S = fFP (Ii ) j i 2 Ag.

Intuitively strict stable classes correspond to a nite set of interpretations amongst which
FP \oscillates". Basically, given a logic program P , we can associate a directed graph with
P . The nodes of the graph are Herbrand interpretations. There is an arc from interpretation
I to interpretation J just in case J = FP (I ). The cycles in this graph correspond to strict
stable classes. [BS90] contains a detailed description of the properties of these graphs.

De nition 2.3 S is said to be a strict stable class of a logic program P i no proper
non-empty subset of S is a stable class of P .
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Example 2.1 Consider the logic program P = fp a ; p b ; a :b ; b :ag. P has

three strict stable classes. Figure 1 shows these stable classes pictorially: we draw an arc
from interpretation I to interpretation J if FP (I ) = J . The strict stable classes of P are:
S1 = ffp; agg, S2 = ffp; bgg, S3 = f;; fp; a; bgg. The strict stable classes correspond to the
cycles in Figure 1.

;

fp, a, bg

fag

fbg

fp, ag

fp, bg

fpg

Figure 1: Graphical Representation: Program P

Theorem 1 (Baral and Subrahmanian) Every logic program P has at least one non-empty

2

stable class.

The following theorem proved in [BS90] will prove useful.

Theorem 2 [BS90] Suppose S1; S2 are strict stable classes of program P . Then S1 \ S2 6= ;
2

i S 1 = S2 .

Theorem 2 basically tells us that if two strict stable classes share a common element, then
they must be identical. Note that this doesn't necessarily hold for non-strict stable classes.
However, in this paper, we are primarily concerned with strict stable classes only.
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2.2 Well-founded vs Stable Class
De nition 2.4 Suppose I is an Herbrand interpretation and P is a logic program. Con-

struct a program P 0 as follows: If

A
is in P , then

B1 & : : : & Bn & :D1 & : : : & :Dm

B1 & : : : & Bn & D~1 & : : : & D~m
is in P 0 . Here D~i = p~(~t) i Di = p(~t). In addition, if A 62 I , then the unit clause A~
added to P 0 .
A

is

Now de ne SP (I ) = BP \ TP 0 " ! .
Note that TP 0 " ! contains new atoms of the form p~(~t) and that these atoms may be used
in deriving atoms in SP (I ), but atoms of the form p~(~t) are themselves not present in SP (I ).

Lemma 1 SP (I ) = FP (I )
Proof

By de nition, SP (I ) = BP \ TP 0 " ! and FP (I ) = lfp(TP I ). To prove that SP (I ) = FP (I ),
it suces to prove by induction that, for all n, BP \ TP 0 " n = TP I " n.
Base case : BP \ TP 0 " 0 = TP I " 0 = ;.
induction hypothesis : For all m < n, BP \ TP 0 " m = TP I " m
induction step : To prove that BP \ TP 0 " n = TP I " n.

x 2 BP \ T P 0 " n
, x 2 BP and x 2 TP 0 " n
, x 2 BP and There exists a rule r : x a1;    ; al; b~1;    ; b~m in P 0 such that fa1;    ; alg 
TP 0 " (n ? 1) and fb~1;    ; b~mg  TP 0 " (n ? 1)
, x 2 BP and There exists a rule r : x a1;    ; al; :b1;    ; :bm in P such that
fa1;    ; alg  TP I " (n ? 1), and fb1;    ; bmg  I .
, x 2 BP and There exists a rule r : x a1;    ; al in P I and fa1;    ; alg  TP I " (n ? 1).
2
, x 2 TP I " n.

Lemma 2 (Baral and Subrahmanian) Let P be any logic program. Then FP (lfp(FP2 )) =
gfp(FP2 ) and FP (gfp(FP2 )) = lfp(FP2 ). i.e. flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g form a stable class of P . 2
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De nition 2.5 Given a logic program P , we associate an operator AP with P as follows:
AP (I ) = SP (SP (I )).
A = lfp(AP ).
A+ = SP (A).

Well-founded semantics was initially de ned by Van Gelder, Ross, and Schlipf [VRS88].
Later Van Gelder [Gel89] gave a di erent characterization of the well-founded semantics
based on an alternating xpoint approach. The following theorem formalizes Van Gelder's
alternating xpoint characterization.

Theorem 3 [Gel89] A+ is the set of atoms true in the well-founded model of P . Similarly
A is the set of atoms false in the well-founded model of P .

We now use Van Gelder's alternating xpoint characterization to show that well-founded
semantics is equivalent to a particular stable class.

Lemma 3 lfp(FP2 ) = A+

gfp(FP2 ) = A

Proof

AP (I ) = SP (SP (I )).
= SP (FP (I )) (by Lemma 1)
= FP (FP (I ))) (by Lemma 1)
= HB ? FP (FP (I ))
= HB ? FP2 (I )

It follows from the above that I is a xpoint of AP i I is a xpoint of FP2 . It now follows
immediately that lfp(FP2 ) = gfp(AP ) and gfp(FP2 ) = lfp(FP2 ). The second equality of the
lemma has been established.
To establish the rst equality, observe that

A+
= SP (lfp(AP ))
= FP (lfp(AP ))
= FP (gfp(FP2 ))
= lfp(FP2 ) (by Lemma 2).

2
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Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and Theorem 3 are required to establish the following theorem. (This
result was established during discussions with David Scott Warren).

Theorem 4 (Well-Founded Semantics is Captured by a Stable Class)1 Let P be any normal
logic program. The well-Founded semantics of P is characterized by a particular stable class
C of P , i.e. a ground atom is true in the well-founded semantics of P i A is true in all
interpretations in C , and A is false according to the well founded semantics of P i A is
false in all interpretations in C . Moreover, C = flfp(FP2 ) ; gfp(FP2 )g.

Proof

Consider lfp(FP2 ) and gfp(FP2 ). The set flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g is a stable class. lfp(FP2 ) = A+
= the set of atoms true in the well-founded model of P . gfp(FP2 ) = A = the set of atoms
false in the well-founded model of P .
2
Note that SP , AP , A+ , and A are used only as technical devices in proving Theorem
3. They are not needed in the statement of Theorem 3, which is expressed solely in terms
of FP , the Gelfond-Lifschitz operator.

2.3 Duality
De nition 2.6 Smyth Ordering

Suppose (X; ) is a partially ordered set and S1 ; S2 are subsets of X . We say S1 s S2 i
(8c 2 S1 ) (9d 2 S2): c  d

De nition 2.7 Hoare Ordering

Suppose (X; ) is a partially ordered set and S1; S2 are subsets of X . We say S1 h S2 i
(8d 2 S2 ) (9c 2 S1): c  d
In general s and h are not partial orders. But when the ordering is de ned with
respect to strict stable classes, then these orderings turn out to be partial orderings. Note
that the set of Herbrand interpretations is a complete lattice under inclusion. Thus, we
can de ne h and s on sets S1 ; S2 of interpretations as follows: S1 s S2 i for every
interpretation I1 2 S1, there is an interpretation I2 2 S2 such that I1  I2 . Likewise,
S1 h S2 i for every interpretation I2 2 S2 , there is an interpretation I1 2 S1 such that
I1  I2 . It turns out that when we restrict S1; S2 to be strict stable classes, then h and
s are partial orderings.
Credit for this theorem should really go to Van Gelder [Gel89] who proved Theorem 3. This theorem
is essentially a re-statement of Theorem 3 which uses only one operator, viz. the familiar Gelfond-Lifschitz
operator FP , instead of two operators that van Gelder used.
1
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Lemma 4 Suppose P is a logic program. Suppose S1; S2 are strict stable classes of P .
1. If S1 s S2 and S2 s S1, then S1 = S2.
2. If S1 h S2 and S2 h S1, then S1 = S2.

Proof:
(1) Suppose S1 s S2 and S2 s S1. Consider S1. We can write S1 as a disjoint union
Z1 [    [ Zk for some integer k  1 as follows:

 Z1 = fI 2 S1 j there is no J 2 S1 such that J  I g and
 Z = fI 2 S j there is no J 2 (S ? Si Z ) such that J  I g.
i+1

1

j =1 j

1

 Zk 6= ;.
Thus, Z1 contains the -minimal interpretations in S1 , Z2 contains the -minimal interpretations in (S1 ? Z1 ), and Zk contains the -maximal elements of S1. By a suitable choice
of k, it is easy to see that we can arrange for Zk to be non-empty.
Consider an I 2 Zk . Then, as S1 s S2 , there exists a J 2 S2 such that I  J . Hence, as
S2 s S1, there is an H 2 S1 such that J  H . But then

I  J  H:
But I is a -maximal element of S1. Thus, I  H is possible i I = H .
Hence, as I = H , and as I  J  H , J = H = I . Therefore, I 2 S2, and hence, I 2 S1 \ S2 .
It now follows by Theorem 2 that S1 = S2 .

(2) The proof is analogous. The only di erence this time is that we look at Z1 and minimal elements, instead of looking at Zk and consider -maximal elements.

2

Lemma 5 Suppose P is a logic program. Let SSC (P ) be the set of all strict stable classes

of P . Then (SSC (P ); h) and (SSC (P ); s ) are partially ordered sets.

Proof:

That h and s are re exive and transitive is immediate. Anti-symmetry follows from
Lemma 4.
2
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De nition 2.8 Cardinality Ordering

Suppose (X; ) is a partially ordered set and S1 ; S2 are subsets of X . We say S1 c S2 i
the cardinality of S1 is less than or equal to the cardinality of S2.
In [BS90] we de ne the stable class semantics of program P to be the class of s -minimal
strict stable classes of the program P . Theorem 5 below shows the duality between the stable
class semantics and the well-founded semantics by showing that well-founded semantics of
a program P is equivalent to the h minimal strict stable class of P . Before proving this
theorem, we need to de ne two properties about ordinals. Note that any ordinal may
be written as the sum of a limit ordinal , and a non-negative integer i. Given an ordinal
, we use up( ) to denote the smallest limit ordinal greater than or equal to . Likewise,
down( ) is the largest limit ordinal less than or equal to . Thus, an ordinal is a limit
ordinal i up( ) = = down( ). As an example, up(! + 5) = ! 2, while down(! + 5) = ! .
up(0) = down(0) = 0, up(!) = down(!) = !.
Upward iteration of monotone operators is de ned in the usual way. For any function f
mapping Herbrand interpretations to Herbrand interpretations, we set:

f "0=;
f " ( + 1) = f (f " ) where ( + 1) is a successor ordinal
f " = S < f " for limit ordinals

Theorem 5 Consider a logic program P . For any stable class S of P ,

flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g h S , i.e. P has flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g as its h -minimal stable class.

Proof

Let S be a strict stable class of P . Hence, there exists a least integer n > 0 such that for
all x 2 S , x is a xpoint of FPn .
Case 1. [Let n be even, i.e. n = 2k for k  1.] Clearly, any xpoint of FP2 is also a xpoint
of FP2k , and hence lfp(FP2k )  lfp(FP2 ).

We now need to show that lfp(FP2 )  lfp(FP2k ).
Claim 1: We rst show that for all ordinals , FP2 "  FP2k " up( ).
Proof of Claim 1: First, observe that FP2 and FP2k are both monotone. We proceed by
trans nite induction on .
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Base Case. ( = 0) In this case, FP2 " = ; = FP2k " , and we are done.
Inductive case. ( > 0) If is a limit ordinal, then X 2 FP2 " implies that X 2 FP " for
some < . But then, by the induction hypothesis, X 2 FP2k " up( ). As < , and as
is a limit ordinal, up( )  ; hence, by monotonicity of FP2k , it follows that X 2 FP2k " .

Suppose on the other hand that is a successor ordinal, i.e. = down( ) + ` where ` is
an integer greater than zero. (If ` was zero, then would be a limit ordinal). As FP2 is a
monotonic operator,

FP2 " (down( ) + `)  FP2 " (down( ) + k  `):
By the induction hypothesis,

FP2 " down( )  FP2k " down( ):
Thus,

FP2 " (down( ) + k  `)
= F| P2 {z  FP2}(FP2 " down( ))
k` times

= F| P2k {z  FP2k}(FP2 " down( ))
` times

 F| P2k {z  FP2k}(FP2k " down( )
` times

 FP2k " up( ).

The second last inclusion follows by monotonicity of FP2k and as

FP2 " down( )  FP2k " down( ):
This completes the proof of Claim 1.
At this point, we have shown that when S is a strict stable class of even cardinality n = 2k,
it is the case that whenever X 2 FP2 " , it must be the case that X 2 FP2k " up( ). As FP2
and FP2k are both monotone, there are ordinals and such that lfp(FP2 ) = FP2 " and
lfp(FP2k ) = FP2k " . Let = up(maxf ; g), i.e. is the smallest limit ordinal greater
than both ; . Clearly, lfp(FP2 ) = FP2 " and lfp(FP2k ) = FP2k " . But, by Claim 1,
FP2 "  FP2k " as is a limit ordinal. Hence, lfp(FP2 )  lfp(FP2k ).
This completes the proof that lfp(FP2 )  lfp(FPn ) for n = 2k. As we already know that
lfp(FPn)  lfp(FP2 ), we have now nished showing that lfp(FP2 ) = lfp(FPn) for n = 2k.
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As every strict stable class S of even cardinality must have k  1, it follows that for each
x 2 S , x  lfp(FP2 ) (as x is a xpoint of FPn ). Hence, flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g h S where S is
a strict stable class of even cardinality. This completes case 1.
Case 2. [Let n be odd]. It is obvious that any xpoint of FPn is also a xpoint of FP2n . Since,
2n is even, for all elements x in S , lfp(FP2 )  x.

Since, a stable class is a union of strict stable classes, for any stable class S of P , and
any element x in S , lfp(FP2 )  x. Hence, flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g h S .
2

De nition 2.9 Given a logic program P we denote the stable class flfp(FP2 ); gfp(FP2 )g by
CAN SC (P ).

Corollary 2.2 Suppose P is a logic program. CAN SC (P ) is equivalent to the well-founded

semantics of P in the sense that:

1. a ground atom A is true in the well-founded semantics of P i A 2 lfp(FP2 ) and
2. a ground atom A is false in the well-founded semantics of P i A 2= gfp(FP2 )

Corollary 2.3 The well-founded semantics of P is two-valued i lfp(FP2 ) = gfp(FP2 ); i.e.
2

FP2 has a unique xpoint.

Corollary 2.4 Suppose P is a normal logic program with a unique stable model I . Then
the well-founded semantics for P is not two-valued i :
1. lfp(FP2 ) 6= gfp(FP2 ) and
2. I 6= lfp(FP2 ).

2

It has been known for some time that there exist programs P that have a unique stable
model, but for which the well-founded semantics is not two valued. The above corollary
explains precisely under what circumstances this phenomenon occurs. For a concrete example of such programs, consider the program P = fq :r ; r :q ; p :p ; p :r g
[VRS88]. P has a unique stable model, viz. fp; q g. Figure 2 shows that P has three strict
stable classes C1 ; C2 and C3 where C1 = ffq; pgg, C2 = f;; fp; q; rgg and C3 = ffrg; fr; pgg.
Of these, the class C2 corresponds to the well-founded semantics which says that p; q; r are
all unknown.
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fr,qg

fpg

fp,q,rg

;

fqg

fp,qg

frg

fp,rg

Figure 2: Graphical Representation of Stable Classes
We showed that the well-founded semantics is based on the Hoare ordering and the
stable class semantics is based on the Smyth ordering. We observe that the stable model
semantics is based on the Cardinality ordering.
If a program has stable models then the semantics based on the cardinality ordering is
equivalent to the stable model semantics. If a program does not have a stable model then
the c -minimal classes based on the cardinality ordering includes the class corresponding to
the well-founded semantics of the program. Note, however, that there may be other strict
stable classes of cardinality 2.

3 Default theories
Default logic introduced by Reiter [Rei80] forms one of the most important formalisms for
non-monotonic reasoning. Recently, the relationship between default logics and other forms
of non-monotonic reasoning have been studied intensely (in particular the work of Konolige [Kon88] and the work of Marek and Truszczynski [MT89a, Mar89] show that default
and auto-epistemic logics are not that di erent after all). More recently, the relationship
between logic program semantics and non-monotonic logics has been studied by Marek and
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Truszczynski [MT89b] and by Marek and Subrahmanian [MS88]. In all these cases, correspondences are established between certain structures called extensions in default logic,
and certain classes of models of logic programs. However, default theories may not always
have extensions. In such cases, these correspondences are not very meaningful.
In [BS90] we introduced the concept of extension class for default theories. All default theories possess non-empty extension classes. In [BS90] we also showed various correspondences
between extension classes and stable classes of logic programs. We recapitulate the main
results from [BS90] in Section 3.1.
We assume that we have a xed language L, whose ground atoms are denoted by AT . A
(propositional) default is a triple d = (p(d); j (d); c(d)), where p(d) and c(d) are formulas of
L = L(AT )2, and j (d) is a nite subset of L. p(d) is called the prerequisite of d, j (d) the
justi cation of d, and c(d) the consequent, or conclusion of d. Default d is usually denoted
by p(dc):(dj)(d) . A default theory is a pair (D; W ), where W  L and D is a collection of
defaults.
Given a default theory (D; W ) and a set E of formulas (called the context), we can de ne
an operator RE;D which maps sets of formulas to sets of formulas in the following way:

RE;D (S ) = Cn(S [ fc(d) : d 2 D; p(d) 2 S; :j (d) \ E = ;g):
Here, Cn denotes the familiar Tarskian consequence operator and :j (d) denotes the set
f: j 2 j (d)g. However, we abuse notation in the following way: if I is an interpretation,
we also use Cn(I ) to denote the set of all formulas satis ed by the interpretation I . The
operator RE;D (S ) is related to the notion of strong default proof discussed in [MT89a].
Starting with Cn(W ), the least xpoint of this operator above Cn(W ) is the set of formulas
that have a strong proof [MT89a] from W using D and with respect to the context E . More
formally,

De nition 3.1 Suppose (D; W ) is a default theory, and E is a set of formulas, called the
context. Then:

RE;D
0 (W ) = Cn(W ).
E;D
Rn+1 (W ) = RE;D (RE;D
n (W ))
S
1
RE;D
1 (W ) = n=0 RE;D
n (W )

2

Note (cf. [MT89b]) that if  = (D; W ) is a default theory, RE;D
1 (W ) is identical to ? (E )

2
L(AT ) is the propositional language generated by considering the ground atoms in AT to be propositional
symbols.
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where ? is the operator associated with default theories originally de ned by Reiter in
[Rei80].

Example 3.1 Suppose (D; W ) is the default theory

W = fp ! qg ; D = f q : p:w ; : :q s g
and E is the context E = Cn(frg). Then:
RE;D
0 (W ) = Cn(W )
RE;D
1 (W ) = Cn(W [ fq g)
E;D
R2 (W ) = Cn(W [ fq; pg) = RE;D
1 (W )

2

The most important structures of default logic are extensions, which are formally de ned
as follows.

De nition 3.2 E is an extension of a default theory (D; W ) i E = RE;D
1 (W ).

2

If a particular default theory (D; W ) has a unique extension then the meaning of that theory
is considered to be the set of formulas present in the extension. Note that extensions are
always closed under propositional consequence.
However, many default theories may have multiple extensions or no extensions at all. Our
goal is to explore the meaning of the default theory (D; W ) in such a case.

Example 3.2 Consider the default theory (D; W ), where W = fpg and D = f ::qq g. The

two possible extensions are:
E1 = Cn(fpg) and E2 = Cn(fp; qg).
But RE11 ;D = Cn(fp; q g) 6= E1 and also RE12 ;D = Cn(fpg) 6= E2. Hence, neither E1 nor E2
are extensions of this default theory and hence this default theory has no extensions. It
seems clear that p should be true in this default theory (and of course, :p should not be
true in this theory). Hence, we feel that extensions are not strong enough to capture the
meaning of a default theory.
2
Extension Classes, de ned below, are able to handle the semantics of default logics when
they have no extensions.

De nition 3.3 A nite family, E = (Ei)i2A of sets of formulas is an extension class of

(D; W ) i
Ei ;D (W ) j Ei 2 E:g
E = fR1
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As de ned above an extension class is a set of sets of formulas. A formula F is assigned
true (resp. false) by an extension class E = (Ei)i2A of a default theory (D; W ) i F is true
(resp. false) in each Ei ; i 2 A.

Example 3.3 We again consider the default theory (D; W ), where W = fpg and D =
f ::qq g. This default theory has an extension class
fCn(fpg); Cn(fp; qg)g:

Since, p is true in all sets of formulas of this extension class we can assume p to be true in
the extension class semantics of this default theory.
2

Theorem 6 (Baral and Subrahmanian) Suppose AT is a nite set of ground atoms. Every
propositional default theory has a non-empty extension class.

3.1 Relationship between Stable Classes and Extension Classes
Marek and Truszczynski [MT89b] present three di erent translation of logic programs to
default logic and show the relationship between the stable models of the original program
and the extensions of the default theories generated by the di erent translations of the
original program. Keeping with their terminology two of the transformations are :

tr1 : Let C = a b1 &    bk & :c1 &    & :cr.
tr1(C ) = b1 ^^bk:a:c1 ;;:cr .
If P is a program tr1 (P ) = (D1(P ); W1(P )) is a default theory corresponding to P , where
W1(P ) = ; and D1(P ) = ftr1(C ) : C 2 P g.3
tr2 : Let C = a b1    bk ; :c1   :cr .
c1 :cr .
tr2(C ) = b1::^^
bk )a
If P is a program tr2 (P ) = (D2(P ); W2(P )) is a default theory corresponding to P, where
W2(P ) = ; and D2(P ) = ftr2(C ) : C 2 P g.
In [BS90] we show the relationship between stable classes of a program, P and the extension
classes of the translation of P . The following two theorems formalize these relationships.

Theorem 7 [BS90] M is a stable class of a program P i E = fCn(Mi ) j Mi 2 M g is an

2

extension class of tr1(P ).
3

tr1 was rst introduced in [BF88].
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Theorem 8 [BS90] Suppose M is a collection of interpretations. M is a stable class of

program P i there exists an extension class E of tr2 (P ), such that M = fEi \ AT j Ei 2 E g
is an extension class of tr2 (P ).
2

3.2 Well-founded semantics for default theories
We now show how the result of [BS90] allow us to obtain a well-founded semantics for
default theories. Consider a default theory T = (D; W ). To make the de nition uniform,
let RE;D
1 (W ) be denoted as FT (E ). It can easily be proved that FT is anti-monotonic and
hence FT2 , the function that applies FT twice is monotonic. We now de ne the well-founded
semantics of a default theory based on the greatest and least xpoint of FT2 .

De nition 3.4 (Well-founded semantics for default theories) A formula F is true

in a default theory T with respect to the well-founded semantics if F 2 lfp(FT2 ). F is false
in T with respect to the well-founded semantics if F 62 gfp(FT2 ). Otherwise F is said to be
unknown w.r.t. T .
Since, FT2 is monotonic the least xpoint of FT2 can be computed by iterating FT2 upwards,
starting from the empty set until it reaches a xpoint. Similarly, the greatest xpoint of FT2
can be computed by iterating FT2 downwards, starting from the set of all formulas, until it
reaches a xpoint. Such an iteration may well be trans nite.

Theorem 9 (Relation between well-founded semantics of logic programs and default theories) Let P be a normal logic program and tr1(P ) and tr2(P ) be its translations

to a default theory.
1. A ground atom X is true (false) in the well-founded semantics of P i X is true (false)
in the well-founded semantics of tr1(P ).
2. An atom X is true (false) in the well-founded semantics of P i X is true (false) in the
well-founded semantics of tr2 (P ).

Proof:

2

Directly from Theorems 7 and 8.

We now discuss the role of the various orderings on the strict extension classes. In [BS90]
we de ne the extension class semantics to be the union of s minimal strict extension
classes. We now show the duality between the extension class semantics and the wellfounded semantics by showing that well-founded semantics is equivalent to the unique h
minimal strict extension class.
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Theorem 10 Consider a default theory T . For any extension class E of T ,

flfp(FT2 ); gfp(FP2 )g h E , i.e. T has flfp(FT2 ); gfp(FT2)g as its h -minimal extension

2

class.

For coherent default theories 4 the set of minimal extension classes based on the cardinality ordering correspond to the set of extensions of the default theory. For incoherent default
theories the set of minimal extension classes based on the cardinality ordering includes the
extension class corresponding to the well-founded semantics of the default theory.

3.3 Weak Extension Classes and Stable Classes
Weak extensions of default theories were introduced by Marek and Truszczynski [MT89b]
and were proven to be essentially equivalent to expansions in auto-epistemic logic. In
[BS90], we de ned the concept of weak extension classes and study its relationship with
stable classes.
Given a set D of defaults, we write c(D) to denote the set fc(d) j d 2 Dg, i.e. c(D) is the
set of all conclusions of defaults occurring in D.

De nition 3.5 [MT89b] E is said to be a weak extension of a default theory (D; W ) i

E = Cn(W [ fc(d) j p(d)c(:d)j(d) is a default in D and p(d) 2 E and :j (d) \ E = ;g).

Suppose T = (D; W ) is a default theory and E is a set of w s. We associate an operator
GT with T that maps sets of w s to sets of w s. GT is de ned as follows: GT (E ) =
Cn(W [ fc(d) j p(d)c(:d)j(d) is a default in D and p(d) 2 E and :j (d) \ E = ;g).

De nition 3.6 A nite collection (Ei)i2A of sets of formulas is said to be a weak extension

class of the default theory (D; W ) i fEi j i 2 Ag = fGT (Ej ) j j 2 Ag.

The function GT is not antimonotonic. The following example illustrates this.

Example 3.4 Let T be the default theory (D; W ) where, D = f ac:b ; bd: g and W = ;. Let

E1 = fag and E2 = fa; bg. GT (E1) = fcg and GT (E2) = fdg. Therefore, GT (E2) 6
GT (E1). Hence, GT is not antimonotonic.

The above example can easily be extended to show that G2T , the function obtained by
applying GT twice is not monotonic. Hence, the least and greatest xpoint of G2T can not
4

i.e. Default theories that have at least one extension.
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be obtained by an iterative approach. This greatly complicates the study of class theory
for weak extensions, as well as for auto-epistemic logic. We show below how class theory
for strong auto-epistemic logic, the logic of iterative expansions introduced by Marek and
Truszczynski [MT89b], may be studied.

4 Autoepistemic theories
Autoepistemic logic was introduced by Moore [Moo85]. Its relationship with logic program
semantics has been extensively studied in the literature [GL88, MS88, MT89b]. Its relationship with other non-monotonic logics like default logic [MS88] and circumscription [Prz89]
has also been studied.

4.1 Expansions in auto-epistemic logic
Technically, autoepistemic logic is obtained by extending a rst order language L, with a
modal operator K . The new language, LK , is obtained by requiring that if  is a w of L,
then  and K are w s of LK . The de nition of LK is then closed under application of
connectives in the usual way. Intuitively, K is to be read as \ is known to be true" or \
appears on the list of sentences accepted by the reasoning agent as known". The meaning
of theories in LK is usually characterized by a construct called an expansion.

De nition 4.1 Let A  LK be an autoepistemic theory. E is an expansion of A i
E = Cn(A [ fK :  2 E g [ f:K : 62 E g)

Note that here, we treat K as a new atom as do Marek and Truszczynski [MT89b] and
Konolige [Kon88], and hence, the Cn consequence relation refers to classical logical consequence.
Given an auto-epistemic theory A, we associate an operator IA that maps sets of w s (of
LK ) to sets of w s of LK as follows: IA (E ) = Cn(A [ fK :  2 E g [ f:K : 62 E g).
The function IA is not antimonotonic. The following example illustrates this.

Example 4.1 Let A be the autoepistemic theory fa; b; Kcg. Let E1 = fag and E2 = fa; bg.

Then, IA (E2) contains Kb while IA (E1) does not contain Kb.Therefore, IA (E2) 6 IA (E1).
Hence, IA is not antimonotonic.
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The above example can be easily extended to show that IA2 is not monotonic. Hence, we
cannot de ne well-founded semantics for autoepistemic theories based on least and greatest
xpoints of IA2 . This is the key distinction between class theory for default logic and stable
semantics on the one side, and auto-epistemic logic on the other.

4.2 Weak Well-Founded Semantics for Autoepistemic theories
We now consider the function used by Marek and Truszczynski [MT89b] in de ning iterative
expansions of autoepistemic theories and de ne the concept of weak well-founded semantics
for autoepistemic theories.

De nition 4.2 (Iterative Expansion) [MT89b] Let B(S ) = Cn(S [ KS ).

B0E (A) = Cn(A [ :KE)
BnE+1 (A) = B(BnE (A))
BE (A) = S0n<! BnE (A)
E is an iterative expansion of A i E = B E (A).

Given an auto-epistemic theory, we may associate an operator GA which maps sets of w s
of LK to sets of w s of LK as follows: GA (E ) = B E (A).

De nition 4.3 A nite, non-empty set E of sets of w s of LK is said to be an iterative
expansion class for an auto-epistemic theory A i E = fGA (Ei) j Ei 2 Eg.
Theorem 11 GA is antimonotonic.
Proof :

If E1  E2 , :KE2  :KE1
Hence, A [ :KE2  A [ :KE1
Hence, as propositional consequence is monotonic, Cn(A [ :KE2 )  Cn(A [ :KE1 )
Hence B0E2 (A)  B0E1 (A).
||||(1)
Consider S1  S2 , this implies KS1  KS2
Hence, S [ KS1  S [ KS2
Hence, Cn(S [ KS1)  Cn(S [ KS2)
Hence, B (S1 )  B (S2 ).

||||(2)
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Consider S1 to be B0E2 (A) and S2 to be B0E1 (A).
From (1) S1  S2 is true. Hence, using (2) B (B0E2 (A))  B (B0E1 (A))
S
S
By monotonicity of the operator B we have, 0n<! BnE2 (A)  0n<! BnE1 (A)
Hence B E2 (A)  B E1 (A)
GA (E2)  GA(E1), i.e. GA is antimonotonic.

2

Hence, G2A is always monotonic, and we may de ne the weak well-founded semantics for
auto-epistemic logic as follows:

De nition 4.4 (Weak Well-founded semantics for Autoepistemic theories) A for-

mula F 2 LK is true in an autoepistemic theory A with respect to the weak well-founded
semantics if F 2 lfp(G2A ). A formula F 2 LK is false in an autoepistemic theory A with
respect to the weak well-founded semantics if F 62 gfp(G2A ). Otherwise F is said to be
unknown.

We now discuss the role of the various orderings on the strict iterative expansion classes.
The iterative expansion class semantics is de ned to be the class of s minimal strict iterative expansion classes. We now show the duality between the iterative expansion class
semantics and the weak well-founded semantics by showing that weak well-founded semantics is equivalent to the unique h minimal strict iterative expansion class.

Theorem 12 Consider an autoepistemic theory A. For any iterative expansion class E of

A,

flfp(G2A); gfp(G2A)g h E
i.e. A has flfp(G2A); gfp(G2A)g as its h -minimal iterative expansion class.

2

For autoepistemic theories that have at least one iterative expansion, the set of minimal
iterative expansion classes based on the cardinality ordering correspond to the set of iterative
expansion of the autoepistemic theory. For autoepistemic theories that do not have iterative
expansions, the set of minimal iterative expansion classes based on the cardinality ordering
includes the iterative expansion class corresponding to the weak well-founded semantics of
the autoepistemic theory.

4.3 Tying together Classes in Auto-Epistemic Logic and Stable Classes
Marek and Truszczynski [MT89b] present a translation of logic programs to autoepistemic
theories, which we call epi, and show the relationship between the stable models of the
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original program and the expansions and iterative expansions of the auto-epistemic theories
generated by the di erent translations of the original program.

epi: Let C = A B1 &    Bk & :C1 &    & :Cr .
epi(C ) = :KC1 ^    ^ :KCr ) (B1 ^    ^ Bk ) A).
For the program P , epi(P ) = fepi(C ) j C 2 P g.
We know from [MT89b] that expansions and iterative expansions coincide for epi(P ).

Theorem 13 [MT89b] Let M be a collection of atoms. Then M is a stable model for a

program C i there exists an expansion A of epi(P ) such that M = A \ At.

2

Lemma 6 FP (I ) = Gepi(P )(I ) \ At
Proof:

B 1 ;    ; Bk 2 P I .
, A B1;    ; Bk ; :C1;    ; :Cr 2 P and fC1;    ; Cr g \ I = ;.
, (A ( B1;    ; Bk ) ( :KC1;    ; :KCr 2 epi(P ) and f:KC1;    ; :KCrg  :KI
, (A ( B1;    ; Bk ) 2 B0I (epi(P )).
Hence, A 2 FP (I ) i A 2 B0I (epi(P )) and A is an atom. By de nition of B I (epi(P )), and
since epi(P ) does not have elements with K , B0I (epi(P )) \ At = B I (epi(P )) \ At. Hence,
FP (I ) = Gepi(P ) (I ) \ At.
2
Consider A

Based on the above results, we are now in a position to state that:

Theorem 14 (Relationship with well-founded semantics of logic programs and
weak well-founded semantics of auto-epistemic theories) Let P be a normal logic
program and epi(P ) be its translations to a default theory.
An atom X is true (false) in the well-founded semantics of P i X is true (false) in the
weak well-founded semantics of epi(P ).

Proof:

2

Directly from Lemma 6.

4.4 Kernel Expansions in Autoepistemic theories
It is known that each and every w in auto-epistemic logic is logically equivalent to a w
of the \standard form":

K1 ^    ^ Km ^ :K 1 ^    ^ :K
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n)W

where W 2 L (and hence contains no occurrences of K ) and each i , 1  i  m and j ,
1  j  n is a w of LK . Henceforth, we assume that all w 's are of the above standard
form.
Consider level-one autoepistemic theories consisting of a set of clauses of the above standard
form, with the added restriction that the i 's and j 's are elements of the language L. For
a level-one autoepistemic theory A, and E  L, we de ne a transformation G that takes A
and E as input and produces a set of w s of L (not LK !) as output. G (A; E ) is obtained
from A as follows by considering each implication C in A of the form

K1 ^    ^ Km ^ :K 1 ^    ^ :K

n ) W:

If f:1 ; : : :; :m g \ E = ; and f 1; : : :; ng \ E = ;, then W is in G (A; E ). Nothing else
is in G (A; E ).
Let HA (E ) be de ned as Cn(G (A; E )). HA is antimonotonic, and the function HA2 obtained
by applying HA twice is monotonic.

De nition 4.5 E is said to be a kernel expansion of a level-one autoepistemic theory A i
E = HA(E ).

A collection E of sets of w s of LK is said to be a kernel expansion class of A i
fHA(Ei) j Ei 2 Eg.

E=

De nition 4.6 (Well-founded semantics for Level-one Autoepistemic theories) A

formula F 2 L is true in a level-one autoepistemic theory A with respect to the well-founded
semantics if F 2 lfp(HA2 ). A formula F 2 L is false in a level-one autoepistemic theory
A with respect to the well-founded semantics if F 62 gfp(HA2 ). Otherwise F is said to be
unknown

Lemma 7 Let P be a normal logic program, epi(P ) be its translation to an autoepistemic

theory and I be an interpretation. FP (I ) = Hepi (I ) \ At

Proof:

B1 ;    ; Bk 2 P I .
, A B1;    ; Bk ; :C1;    ; :Cr 2 P and fC1;    ; Cr g \ I = ;.
, (A ( B1;    ; Bk ) ( :KC1;    ; :KCr 2 epi(P ) and fC1;    ; Cr g \ I = ;.
, (A ( B1;    ; Bk ) 2 G (epi(P ); I )
Since, Hepi (I ) = Cn(G (epi(P ); I )), FP (I ) = Hepi (I ) \ At.
A
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2

Theorem 15 (Relation between well-founded semantics of logic programs and
autoepistemic theories) An atom X is true (false) in the well-founded semantics of P i

X is true (false) in the well-founded semantics of epi(P ).

Proof:

2

Directly from Lemma 7

The various orderings (Smyth, Hoare and Cardinality) between strict expansion classes
generate di erent semantics for level-one autoepistemic theories. The expansion class semantics is de ned to be the union of s minimal strict expansion classes.

Theorem 16 Consider an level-one autoepistemic theory A. For any expansion class E of
A, flfp(HA2 ); gfp(HA2 )g h E , i.e. A has flfp(HA2 ); gfp(HA2 )g as its h -minimal expansion
class.
2

Proof:

2

Similar to proof of theorem 3.

For level-one autoepistemic theories that have at least one expansion, the set of minimal
expansion classes based on the cardinality ordering correspond to the set of expansions of
the level-one autoepistemic theory.
We now brie y discus nonmonotonic version of modal logics. Some of the nonmonotonic
versions of modal logics have recently been proven to be equivalent to formulations of autoepistemic logic [SH90, MTS91]. All the modal logics we consider here have two inference
 . Their axioms include all propositional tautolorules: modus ponens and necessitation K
gies in LK and some axiom schemata that specify properties of the operator K . Among
the most widely considered are the axiom schemas:
K
K ( ) ) ) (K ) K ),
T
K ) ,
4
K ) KK,
5
:K ) K :K.
The logic N is based on only the modus ponens and necessitation inference rules. By K we
denote the modal logic based on the axiom K, T denotes the logic based on axioms K and
T, S4 is the logic based on K, T and 4, and S5 is based on K, T, 4 and 5.
McDermott and Doyle [McD82] were the rst ones to systematically study nonmonotonic
reasoning within modal logic. Let S be a modal logic. By CnS we mean the consequence
operator for modal logic S , where S is any of the modal logics described above. McDermott
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and Doyle described a way to construct a nonmonotonic version of a given modal logic.
They characterized the meaning of the nonmonotonic version of a given modal logic S
using a construct called S ? expansion.

De nition 4.7 Let A  LK be a theory in modal logic S . E is an S ? expansion of A i
E = CnS (A [ f:K : 62 E g).

S -expansion's su er from the same problem as stable models and extensions. Hence, for a
given theory A in a logic S we introduce the operator FS ;A which maps sets of w s of LK

to sets of w s of LK as follows:
FS;A (E ) = CnS (A [ f:K : 62 E g). Its easy to see that the xpoints of FS;A are
S -expansions of the theory A.

S -expansion classes of A may be de ned in the following way: A set E of sets of w s is said
to be a S -expansion class of A i E = fFS ;A (E ) j E 2 Eg.

Theorem 17 The function FS;A (E ) is antimonotonic, with respect to E , i.e. E1  E2 )

FS;A (E2)  FS;A (E1).

2

Corollary 4.1 For all monotonic modal logics S , FS;A is antimonotonic with respect to E
and hence the function FS2;A obtained by applying the function FS ;A twice is monotonic.

De nition 4.8 For any modal logic S , where FS2;A is a monotonic function, the set flfp(FS2;A);

gfp(FS2;A )g exists and is called the S?well-founded semantics.

The logic N

The operator FN ;A is equivalent to the operator GA de ned in the last section [MTS91].
All other results related to iterative expansions, iterative expansion classes hold. We call
the set flfp(FN2 ;A); gfp(FN2 ;A)g as the N?well-founded semantics.

The logic K45

Shvarts proves [SH90] that Moore's expansions coincide with K45-expansions. As noted in
the last section the function de ned by Moore to specify expansions is not antimonotonic
and can not be used to de ne a well-founded semantics. But since FK 45;A is antimonotonic
the the set flfp(FK 45;A); gfp(FK 45;A)g which de nes the K45-well-founded semantics exists.

The logic S5

McDermott proves that nonmonotonic version of S5 is same as S5.
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5 Conclusion
The operator, FP , associated with a program P that is used to de ne stable models, is an
anti-monotonic operator that always exhibits oscillating behavior. When we draw the graph
of this operator (e.g. Figures 1 and 2), these oscillations manifest themselves as cycles. The
relationship between these cycles or \strict stable classes" and stable model semantics has
already been exhibited in [BS90]. In this paper, we show that the well-founded semantics
for logic programs can be captured within the same framework, and in fact, that the wellfounded semantics corresponds precisely to a speci c stable class.
We show, in addition, that the stable class that captures the well-founded semantics is
minimal w.r.t. Hoare's ordering on stable classes. The stable class semantics, dually de ned,
is de ned in terms of Smyth's ordering. Di ering semantics for logic programming could be
obtained by varying the ordering on stable classes, and then choosing minimal classes w.r.t.
these di erent orderings. Hence, we feel that stable models may eventually yield a common
theoretical framework based on which alternative semantics for logic programming may be
developed.
An advantage of this kind of duality, and indeed other results on stable classes, is that
we are now in a position to develop a well-founded semantics for default logic. Similar
Hoare-Smyth dualities exist for default logic.
Previous studies of stable classes [BS90] were unable to handle auto-epistemic logics due
to the fact that operators associated with such theories were not anti-monotonic (cf. Example 4.1). This situation is recti ed here: an expansion class semantics for autoepistemic
logic is developed using the operators of Marek and Truszczynski [MT89b]. An easy consequence of the stable class semantics is that we now have a well-founded semantics for
auto-epistemic logic.
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